TACTICAL MISSION PLANNING AND BRIEFING

16 HOURS OF TRAINING OVER 2 DAYS

This course is designed to expose police personnel (e.g., supervisors, tactical and task force team leaders, detectives, etc.) to procedures used for tactical mission planning and briefing of involved law enforcement personnel. Topics include mission planning documentation; operational planning for high-risk search warrants; scouting procedures for mission planning; primary, alternate, contingency, and emergency planning; suggestions on how to modify high-risk search warrant planning to other types of tactical missions (open area operations, barricaded subjects, arrest warrant/fugitive apprehension, and hostage barricade situations); and much more. The primary goal of this course is to allow the student to conduct sample briefings during class in order to obtain experience and streamline the briefing process. Ensuring that a comprehensive but efficient briefing system is in place will be a course outcome. This is NOT a tactics course. Various tactical options will be discussed to demonstrate the flexibility of the briefing process.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Mission Planning Documentation
- High Risk Warrant Service Planning and Briefing
- Barricaded Subject Operations Planning and Briefing
- Hostage Rescue Operations Planning and Briefing
- Examples of Mission Briefings
- Scouting Procedures and Additional Resource Utilization
- Primary, Alternate, Contingency and Emergency Planning
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